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GABION WALLS FOR MUNNAR VATTAVADA ROAD
KERALA,INDIA
ENVIRONMENTAL / HYDRAULIC & EROSION CONTROL/ SLOPE PROTECTION/
Product: Gabions
Problem
Munnar is one of the main tourist attractions of India. The misty hills,
valleys and tea gardens attract a lot of tourists to visit to this place in
all the seasons. Seeing the importance of the place and the bad
state of hill roads, Kerala State Transport Project (KSTP) authorities
included this road under the maintenance scheme, which aims to
improve traffic flow and road safety on Kerala State's primary road
network, and to strengthen the institutional and financial capacity of
Kerala's key transport sector agencies. Munnar is located at 1600 m
above sea level. The project was World Bank aided costing 336 million US dollars - of which World Bank financing is US $ 255 million
and State's contribution is US $ 79.00 million.
The foundation and back fill soil is ranging from medium type laterite
to hard laterite and is very permeable like the soil of desert or arid
regions. The soil is devoid of any humus and is unable to retain
much water. Another main cause was the heavily lashing rains in
Munnar and as all the structures build previously was failing due to
properties of the soil on site, it had become a challenging job for
Maccaferri officials.

Solution
Taking into consideration the critical position on site, Maccaferri
adopted Gabion for embankment and culverts head walls. Gabion
walls were suggested because of its free draining property, monolithic nature. Therefore, the settling of soil transported by water, in
the voids between stones and the eventual appearance of vegetation, increases monolithicity, improving the static characteristics of
the structure over time. Cost effectiveness, environmental balance.
Permeability, Flexibility, Versatility, aesthetical appearance and
ecofriendly are some more advantages of gabion.

Photo 1: Site photograph before construction

The heights of the wall which was suggested by Maccaferri was
ranging from 2m to 8m above ground level and the materials used
where Zinc coated Gabions with wire diameter of 3mm & mesh size
of 10x12.The main reason for this suggestion was to Strengthen
structure of soil and preventing the failure of the.
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Photo 2: Photograph during gabion wall construction
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Photo 3: Gabion Filling During Construction
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Photo 4: Culvert Protection under construction stage

Diagram 1: Section Details of gabion Wall

Photo 5: During Construction
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Photo 6&7: Construction near to completion

The structure got well appreciated due to its free draining property , cost effectiveness, environmental balance and aesthetics.
Gabion walls lived to the expectations and withstood the settlement without any structural damage. They appear to have functioned as designed with little or no lateral movement taking up even the settlements that occurred in the lower layers of dumped
rock-fill. In fact any other rigid retaining structure would have failed to perform under similar circumstances.
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Photo 8&9: Vegetated Gabion walls after completion of one year

Present status of the project
This project got completed in January 2008 and some of the structures of this project have already withstood 4 heavy monsoons.

Nice vegetation has grown on the structure.
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